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A new ab initiomethod for doing high-accuracy calculations for atoms
with more than one valence electron is described. An effective Hamil-
tonian for the valence electrons is formed using many body perturba-
tion theory for the residual core–valence interaction. The configuration
interaction method is used then to find the energy levels of the atom.
Application to thallium shows that this method gives an accuracy of
about 0.5% for the ionization potential and a few tenths of a percent for
the first few energy intervals. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~96!00411-2#

PACS numbers: 31.15.Ar, 31.15.Md, 31.25.Jf

The development of new methods for high-accuracy atomic calculations is nece
not only for atomic physics itself, but also for application of the methods of atom
physics to investigation of the fundamental interactions~see, for example, Refs. 1–4!. At
present, the 1% accuracy level has been reached in several measurements of
nonconservation~PNC! in cesium,5 lead,6 thallium,7 and bismuth.8 But until now the
same theoretical accuracy has been reached only for cesium9,10 and francium.11 All these
calculations were made with the many body perturbation theory~MBPT!.12 Direct appli-
cation of the MBPT to other heavy atoms can not guarantee the same accuracy be
the electrostatic interaction between valence electrons is not small. On the other han
configuration interaction~CI! method can be very effective in treating a few-body pro
lem with a small number of particles. But the CI method does not make allowance fo
core–valence correlations.

It is natural to try to combine the two methods in an attempt to reach high accu
for atoms with more than one valence electron. Here we describe a method which
MBPT to construct the generalized self-energy operatorS in the subspace correspondin
to the valence electrons. This operator includes both a one-particle part and a part
takes into account the screening of the Coulomb interaction between valence electro
is added to the CI Hamiltonian before the eigenvalue problem is solved.

In this paper we focus on the calculation of energy levels, but the method ca
extended to calculate transition amplitudes and expectation values. Our final goal
calculate parity nonconservingE1 amplitudes for the atoms where precise PNC measu
ments are underway, i.e., thallium, lead, and bismuth.
882 8820021-3640/96/110882-06$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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The idea of the method is very simple. Electrons are divided into two grou
namely the core and the valence electrons. The effective Hamiltonian for the vale
electrons is formed using the MBPT technique for the interaction of the valence elect
with the core. The CI method is used then to find the energy levels and the w
functions of the atom. Configurations with excitations from the core are not includ
explicitly on the CI stage. Here we give a very brief description of the method, leav
the details for a longer paper.

Let us divide the problem into a CI part and a MBPT part so that: i! no excitations
from the core are included in the CI stage; ii! MBPT is applied only for processes in
which at least one electron from the core is excited in each intermediate state.
effective Hamiltonian for the CI problem is formed using the well-know
P,Q-formalism ~see, for example, Ref. 12!. Let us define the projectorP on the many
body states for whichNcoreelectrons form the core. The orthogonal subspace correspo
to the projectorQ512P. The CI Hamiltonian can be written asHCI5PHP. In the pure
CI method the following eigenvalue problem is solved:

HCIF i
CI5Ei

CIF i
CI . ~1!

This equation is approximate, since it ignores theQ subspace. It is easy to write the exac
equivalent of the Schro¨dinger equation in theP subspace. Let us make theP,Q-
decomposition of the wave function of the many-body problemC5PC1QC[F1x.
The equationHC i5EiC i corresponds to a system of equations forF i andx i :

HCIF i1PHQx i5EiF i , ~2!

QHQx i1QHPF i5Eix i . ~3!

We can use Eq.~3! to eliminatexi . This gives us a Schro¨dinger-like equation in theP
subspace with an energy-dependent effective Hamiltonian:

~HCI1S~Ei !!F i5EiF i , ~4!

S~E!5PHQ RQ~E! QHP, ~5!

whereRQ(E)5(E2QHQ)21. The orthonormality condition takes the form:

^F i u11PHQ RQ~Ei ! RQ~Ek! QHPuFk&5d i ,k . ~6!

Equations~4!–~6! are exact. If we are interested only in a few low-lying energ
levels, we can neglect the energy dependence of the operatorsS andRQ and evaluate
both operators for some energyEav.Ei.Ek . In this approximation Eq.~6! reduces to

^F i u12]ES~E!uFk&E5Eav
5d i ,k . ~7!

Note that if the CI subspace includes only one electron, thenS is reduced to the
one-particle self-energy operator, and Eqs.~4! and~7! define Bruckner orbitals. Thus, the
operatorS can be regarded as the direct generalization of the ordinary self-energy
erator.

Now we need the perturbation theory expansion for~5!. This expansion can be made
most readily in theVNcore approximation, whereVNcore is the Hartree–Fock field of the
core. But for an atom with several valence electrons this field corresponds to a mul
883 883JETP Lett., Vol. 63, No. 11, 10 June 1996 Duzba et al.
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charged ion. It is therefore better to use a perturbation theory based on theVNPT approxi-
mation, whereNPT can be chosen independently from the intervalNcore<NPT<N.

It can be shown that for the proper choice of the core orbitals, Eq.~5! is equivalent
to

S~E!5P~V2VNPT!Q RQ~E! Q~V2VNPT!P, ~8!

whereV is the two-electron electrostatic interaction andVNPT is the interaction with the
Hartree–Fock field of theNPT electrons. Now we can use the standard expansion for t
operatorRQ(E), treating (V2VNPT) as a perturbation. In the lowest order

RQ~E!5Q~E2HDF!
21Q, ~9!

whereHDF is the Dirac–Fock operator associated with theVNPT field.

The operatorS can be calculated with the help of Eqs.~8! and ~9! within the
standard diagrammatic technique. The projectorsP andQ are taken into account by two
simple rules: i! all external lines must be those of particles; ii! there should be at least one
hole line in each intermediate state.

The perturbation expansion forS starts with the second order. The correspondin
diagrams can have one, two, or three external lines. Diagrams of the first type desc
corrections to the one-particle part of the CI Hamiltonian~Figs. 1 and 2!. Diagrams of the
second type give corrections to the two-particle interaction and are referred to as
screening corrections~Figs. 3 and 4!. Diagrams of the third type correspond to an effec
tive three-particle interaction and are negligible if the number of valence electrons is
too large.

For the caseNcore5NPT, only the diagrams in Figs. 1 and 3 exist. The additiona
diagrams shown in Figs. 2 and 4 take into account the fact that the Hartee–Fock fi

FIG. 1. Diagrams for the self-energy of the valence electron.

FIG. 2. Subtraction diagrams for the self-energy.
884 884JETP Lett., Vol. 63, No. 11, 10 June 1996 Duzba et al.
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includes contributions fromNPT2Ncore valence electrons. We call them subtraction di
grams because the Hartree–Fock field enters Eqs.~8! and ~9! with a minus sign.

We have chosen thallium to test the method because it is the second simplest
~after cesium! among those used in the ongoing PNC experiments. Thallium has
configuration 6s26p, and can be treated within MBPT as a one-electron atom;13 how-
ever, the accuracy appears to be lower than for cesium. The main reason for this
shallow shell 6s2 which strongly interacts with the 6p electron. Thus, we define the cor
as@1s2...5d10#, leaving three electrons in the CI space. Comparison of this core with
cores used in the MBPT calculations of Tl and Cs indicates that the core used he
likely to provide much better convergence of the MBPT. For example, the dipole po
izabilities of the three cores are 7, 24, and 17 a.u., respectively.

For the MBPT calculations ofS the number of valence electrons is not fixed. Th
diagrammatic technique allows one to defineS in terms of one-particle and two-particle
radial integrals. Using these radial integrals, we can calculate the operatorS for all
possible valence configurations, including those which correspond to the ionized a
Thus, we start with calculations for neutral thallium, and then use the same set of r
integrals in calculations for the ions Tl1 and Tl11.

For the MBPT part of the problem, we use theVN21 approximation, which corre-
sponds to the solution of the Dirac–Fock equations for the configura
1s2...5d106s2. This choice requires calculation of the subtraction diagrams, but gi
better results for neutral Tl.

Results for several levels of Tl, Tl1, and Tl11 are given in Table I. Note that the
typical accuracy of the Dirac–Fock method is about 10%. The CI method improves
accuracy by a factor of two, while the combined CI1MBPT method leads to further
improvement of about an order of magnitude.

FIG. 3. Diagrams for screening.

FIG. 4. Subtraction diagrams for screening.
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In conclusion, we would like to stress that the proposed combination of many b
perturbation theory and the CI method has a very convenient form. Since the diag
are calculated in a one-electron basis, the whole method can be reduced to a redefi
of the one- and two-electron matrix elements of the ordinary CI Hamiltonian. The
method itself remains almost untouched. It is possible to use a similar approac
calculate transition amplitudes. Core polarization effects can be taken into account
the help of the effective operators for the valence electrons.
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